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assortment for short crossword clue the crossword solver found 30 answers to assortment for short 3 letters crossword
clue the crossword solver finds answers to classic crosswords and cryptic crossword puzzles enter the length or
pattern for better results synonyms for assortment variety medley jumble collage mélange smorgasbord blend hodgepodge
antonyms of assortment similarity homogeneity likeness sameness paucity homogeneousness fewness noun c usually
singular uk əˈsɔːt mənt us əˈsɔːrt mənt add to word list a group of different types of something an assortment of
vegetables an unlikely assortment of rock stars and politicians attended the charity concert synonym mixture smart
vocabulary related words and phrases variety and mixtures the meaning of assortment is the act of assorting how to
use assortment in a sentence find 20 different ways to say assortment along with antonyms related words and example
sentences at thesaurus com an assortment is a bunch different things all together whether they re the same sort or
not an assortment of nuts is a bunch of different nuts such as cashews peanuts and almonds if you have books candy
bars action figures photos and paper clips on your desk you have an assortment of things assortment meaning
definition what is assortment a mixture of different things or of vari learn more assortment noun əˈsɔːtmənt
əˈsɔːrtmənt usually singular a collection of different things or of different types of the same thing synonym mixture
a wide assortment of gifts to choose from he was dressed in an odd assortment of clothes an assortment of plates of
varying sizes assortment plural assortments a collection of varying but related items this box has an assortment of
chocolates there s a picture on the cover so you know which is which an assortment is a group of similar things that
are of different sizes or colours or have different qualities as sort ment ə sôrt mənt n classification a mixed
collection synonyms variety combination group collection mix more collocations an assortment of colors flavors sizes
an assortment of cheeses cookies wines an assortment of imported select fresh unique products more definitions of
assort verb arrange or order by classes or categories synonyms class classify separate sort sort out see more verb
keep company with hang out with synonyms affiliate associate consort see more synonyms for assortments varieties
medleys jumbles collages litters mélanges blends salads hodgepodges smorgasbords a group of different types of
something an assortment of vegetables an unlikely assortment of rock stars and politicians attended the charity
concert synonym mixture smart vocabulary related words and phrases variety and mixtures all manner of something idiom
alphabet soup britannica dictionary definition of assortment count a group or collection of different things or
people an assortment of vegetables the book has a wonderful assortment of characters you can choose from a wide
assortment of options assortment meaning a group or collection of different things or people a stew or a story an
assortment of short works hardcover september 28 2006 by m f k fisher author joan reardon compiler introduction 4 8 6
ratings see all formats and editions like the savory simple dishes she favored m f k fisher s writing was often short
stylish concentrated in flavor and varied in form writes a stew or a story an assortment of short works paperback
july 24 2007 like the savory simple dishes she favored m f k fisher s writing was often short stylish concentrated in
flavor and varied in form writes joan reardon in her introduction to this eclectic lively collection assortment
definition the act of assorting distribution classification see examples of assortment used in a sentence explore
popular shortcuts to use assortment abbreviation and the short forms with our easy guide review the list of 2 top
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ways to abbreviate assortment updated in 2021 to ensure the latest compliance and practices the meaning of assorted
is suited especially by nature or character how to use assorted in a sentence



assortment for short crossword clue wordplays com May 28 2024
assortment for short crossword clue the crossword solver found 30 answers to assortment for short 3 letters crossword
clue the crossword solver finds answers to classic crosswords and cryptic crossword puzzles enter the length or
pattern for better results

assortment synonyms 108 similar and opposite words merriam Apr 27 2024
synonyms for assortment variety medley jumble collage mélange smorgasbord blend hodgepodge antonyms of assortment
similarity homogeneity likeness sameness paucity homogeneousness fewness

assortment english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 26 2024
noun c usually singular uk əˈsɔːt mənt us əˈsɔːrt mənt add to word list a group of different types of something an
assortment of vegetables an unlikely assortment of rock stars and politicians attended the charity concert synonym
mixture smart vocabulary related words and phrases variety and mixtures

assortment definition meaning merriam webster Feb 25 2024
the meaning of assortment is the act of assorting how to use assortment in a sentence

20 synonyms antonyms for assortment thesaurus com Jan 24 2024
find 20 different ways to say assortment along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

assortment definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 23 2023
an assortment is a bunch different things all together whether they re the same sort or not an assortment of nuts is
a bunch of different nuts such as cashews peanuts and almonds if you have books candy bars action figures photos and
paper clips on your desk you have an assortment of things

assortment meaning of assortment in longman dictionary of Nov 22 2023
assortment meaning definition what is assortment a mixture of different things or of vari learn more



assortment noun definition pictures pronunciation and Oct 21 2023
assortment noun əˈsɔːtmənt əˈsɔːrtmənt usually singular a collection of different things or of different types of the
same thing synonym mixture a wide assortment of gifts to choose from he was dressed in an odd assortment of clothes
an assortment of plates of varying sizes

assortment wiktionary the free dictionary Sep 20 2023
assortment plural assortments a collection of varying but related items this box has an assortment of chocolates
there s a picture on the cover so you know which is which

assortment definition and meaning collins english dictionary Aug 19 2023
an assortment is a group of similar things that are of different sizes or colours or have different qualities

assortment wordreference com dictionary of english Jul 18 2023
as sort ment ə sôrt mənt n classification a mixed collection synonyms variety combination group collection mix more
collocations an assortment of colors flavors sizes an assortment of cheeses cookies wines an assortment of imported
select fresh unique products more

assort definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jun 17 2023
definitions of assort verb arrange or order by classes or categories synonyms class classify separate sort sort out
see more verb keep company with hang out with synonyms affiliate associate consort see more

assortments synonyms 85 similar words merriam webster May 16 2023
synonyms for assortments varieties medleys jumbles collages litters mélanges blends salads hodgepodges smorgasbords

assortment definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr 15 2023
a group of different types of something an assortment of vegetables an unlikely assortment of rock stars and
politicians attended the charity concert synonym mixture smart vocabulary related words and phrases variety and
mixtures all manner of something idiom alphabet soup



assortment definition meaning britannica dictionary Mar 14 2023
britannica dictionary definition of assortment count a group or collection of different things or people an
assortment of vegetables the book has a wonderful assortment of characters you can choose from a wide assortment of
options assortment meaning a group or collection of different things or people

a stew or a story an assortment of short works amazon com Feb 13 2023
a stew or a story an assortment of short works hardcover september 28 2006 by m f k fisher author joan reardon
compiler introduction 4 8 6 ratings see all formats and editions like the savory simple dishes she favored m f k
fisher s writing was often short stylish concentrated in flavor and varied in form writes

a stew or a story an assortment of short works amazon com Jan 12 2023
a stew or a story an assortment of short works paperback july 24 2007 like the savory simple dishes she favored m f k
fisher s writing was often short stylish concentrated in flavor and varied in form writes joan reardon in her
introduction to this eclectic lively collection

assortment definition meaning dictionary com Dec 11 2022
assortment definition the act of assorting distribution classification see examples of assortment used in a sentence

assortment abbreviation short forms guide all acronyms Nov 10 2022
explore popular shortcuts to use assortment abbreviation and the short forms with our easy guide review the list of 2
top ways to abbreviate assortment updated in 2021 to ensure the latest compliance and practices

assorted definition meaning merriam webster Oct 09 2022
the meaning of assorted is suited especially by nature or character how to use assorted in a sentence
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